Nespresso Aguila 220

The Aguila 220 is a compact commercial Nespresso machine that is high in performance with an unmatched choice of one-touch recipes.

With two extraction heads, this professional machine offers consistent quality cup after cup, even with high volume demands. Just like your own barista, pre-set milk recipes enhanced by state-of-the-art technology deliver unmatched in-cup quality.

FEATURES:

• Offers coffee, milk, preset recipes and hot water
• Buttons can be programmed to dispense desired volume
• Aguila+ button can be programmed to make 1 of 12 preset recipes
• 2 brew heads work simultaneously and independently
• Easy manual capsule insertion and ejection
• Includes refrigerated, dishwasher-safe milk container
• Milk temperature sensor and alarm for precise monitoring
• 2 spacious cup storage areas, 1 of which is heated
• Multiple automatic energy-saving modes
• One-touch semi-automatic cleaning and rinsing
• Alerts when water filter needs changing and machine needs descaling
• Indicates when capsule container is full
• Digital display with preprogrammed choice of languages

DIMENSIONS:

Nespresso Aguila: 25.6"W, 25.2"H, 27.3"D

SPECIFICATIONS:

• Electrical: 208V, 60Hz, 3800W, 18.27A
• Plug type: 6-20P
• Weight: 165.3lbs
• Pressure: 16-19 bar
• Refrigerated milk container: 1.3 gal
• Water supply: Plumbed
• Boilers: 3
• Used capsule capacity: 125
• Recommended servings per month: 2,000+
**Nespresso Espresso 50CT**

**ESPRESSO FORTE ROUND & BALANCED 11200**
Made exclusively from South and Central American Arabicas, the complex aroma of this intensely roasted espresso is a balance of strong roasted and fruity notes.

**ESPRESSO DECAFFEINATO DENSE & POWERFUL 11230**
Dark roasted South American Arabicas with a touch of Robusta bring out the subtle cocoa and roasted cereal notes of this full-bodied decaffeinated espresso.

**ESPRESSO ORIGIN BRAZIL SWEET & SMOOTH 11280**
A pure Arabica coffee, Espresso Origin Brazil is a delicate blend with a smooth texture and an elegantly mild and sweet flavor enhanced by a note of lightly toasted grain.

**ESPRESSO CARAMEL CARAMEL FLAVORED 11320**
Espresso Caramel is a flavored coffee elaborated on a base of Espresso Forte. The sweetness of the caramel flavor mellows the roasted notes giving birth to a pleasant coffee reminiscent of the browning of sugar.

**ESPRESSO VANILLA VANILLA FLAVORED 11330**
Discover a silky flavored coffee thanks to the full and slightly caramelized aroma of vanilla combined with the complex Espresso Forte profile.

**ESPRESSO LEGGERO LIGHT & REFRESHING 11300**
A delicious blend of South American Arabicas and Robusta, Espresso Leggero adds smooth cocoa and cereal notes to a well-balanced body.

**Nespresso Lungo 50CT**

**LUNGO FORTE ELEGANT & ROASTED 11210**
A complex blend of South and Central American Arabicas, Lungo Forte holds intense roasted notes with a subtle hint of fruit.

**LUNGO LEGGERO FLOWERY & REFRESHING 11260**
A delicate blend of lightly roasted East African, South and Central American Arabicas, Lungo Leggero is an aromatic coffee with mild notes of jasmine.

**LUNGO ORIGIN GUATEMALA BOLD & SILKY 11290**
A blend of Arabica and washed Gourmet Robusta coffee, Lungo Origin Guatemala is a smooth and balanced blend with intense dry and malty cereal notes underlining its bold character.

**LUNGO DECAFFEINATO VELVETY & AROMATIC 11310**
A blend of decaffeinated South American Arabicas and Robusta, this coffee reveals flavours of red fruit balanced with sweet cereal notes.

**MORE SELECTIONS**
- **CAPSULE RECYCLE BAGS 1CT 95510**
- **CAPSULE RECYCLE CONTAINER 1CT 95515**
- **ESPRESSO CUP CADDY 1CT 95517**
- **ESPRESSO WHITE PAPER CUPS 50CT 85020**
- **NOZZLE / STRAW KITS 100CT 95500**
- **4 DRAWER CAPSULE DISPENSER EA XXXX**
- **120V TO 240V TRANSFORMER EA E0443**

**RELATED PRODUCTS**
- **10OZ HOT CUP 50CT 85150**
- **10OZ BIODEGRADABLE HOT CUP 50CT 87200**
- **4OZ HOT PAPER ESPRESSO CUP 50CT 85020**
- **4OZ BIODEGRADABLE HOT CUP 50CT 85010**
- **WOODEN STIRRERS 1000CT 94400**

**Nespresso Risretto 50CT**

**RISTRETTO FULL BODIED & PERSISTENT 11220**
Pure and dark-roasted South and Central American Arabicas make Ristretto a coffee with a dense body and distinct cocoa notes.

**RISTRETTO INTENSO INTENSE & SYRUPY 11270**
A daring blend of South and Central American Robustas and Arabica, Ristretto Intenso is a full coffee of exceptional intensity with notes of pepper and a creamy texture.

**RISTRETTO ORIGIN INDIA INTENSE & SPICY 11240**
Ristretto Origin India is the marriage of the finest Arabicas with a hint of Robusta from Southern India. It is a full-bodied coffee, which has a powerful character and notes of spices.